
Zone A:

4 vs 2 x 2- Cut zone in half.  vs   on each half

D is trying to get pucks to other side of zone

No crossing center ice until whistle is blown to rotate

Works on odd-man O+D, puck movement, one-timers, etc

Zone B:

2 vs 2. 3 "goals". Score by passing through cones, tape to tape in

any direction

Quick transitions, man-to-man coverage, get open to regain

positioning

Zone C:

2 vs 1- strong side 2 goals: strong side of puck-dump as two

players, weak side has 1 player. Play 2 vs 1 on either goal

Can progress to other con�gurations and shoot on either goalie

Can have multiple battles going simultaneously 

X starts with a puck, take a stride and releases a wrist shot. Then they
skate to the net and gets a pass from the coach for a second shot. After
the second shot, X crashes the net, touching the post and backs out
into the high slot for another pass from the coach. X catches the pass
and takes a 3rd shot. 
Progressions:

Replace coach with players

Have player pivot after touching the post and skate backwards

to slot for 3rd shoot. 

Key Points

Proper shooting technique, especially follow through. With

proper follow through players momentum should take them to

the net for a rebound. 
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Angling week 1- eliminate time and space

Complete Ice - Stations 15 mins
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3 shot unjam 8 mins



The with the puck must start behind the goal line.

The  with the puck is trying to use deception to fool the 

without the puck and try to get through one of the three gates

with possession of the puck.

The defending  has the objective of not allowing the puck

carrier through any of the gates and is working on eliminating

time and space with good angling and stick position.

If the defending  gains possession, he/she must make a pass

to the . 

Give each pair three reps and then switch to the next group.

Make sure players take turns on offense and defense.
 
MINNESOTA DRILL OF THE WEEK
Created by: Emily West, Former USA Hockey ADM Manager &
current Ohio State Assistant Coach

Key Points

Offense - Puck protection and deception

Defense - Angling, stick position and limiting time and space

begins the drill when goalie is ready by skating in for shot.  reacts
to other player skating by skating around the cones in a �gure 8 with a
puck before attacking the net. After shot   tansitions and used body
language to take away the middle of the ice and steer opponent to the
boards. 

Key Points

Angling, stick on puck, hands on hands, hips through hands

Puck handler should underhandle the puck to remain in triple

threat position

Coach dumps a puck into the corner for  1 to retrieve

1 and  2 can skate right into the zone, but  3 and  4

have to skate wide around the tire before cutting across zone

and angling their opposition

Play out a 2 vs 2

Key Points

1 needs to take puck off boards safely, not going straight into

the boards, but circling in

3 take away the center lane and don't allow a cut back to the

middle

3 Gate Deception 8 mins
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Shot into 1v1 Angling 8 mins
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Danny Heath: Burns Angle 2 vs 2 8 mins
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High energy game requires speed, quick decisions and communication.
Game begins when coach chips a puck into the zone, players have to
race around the cones (or net) before engaging on the puck, no two
players can go around the same cone.
This game can be setup in a smaller space and different number of
players (2v2 in 1/6th the ice for example).

Key Points

Chip the puck everyone in the zone to work on different skills

(forecheck, breakout, angling, puck possession, etc.)

Players need to communicate which cones they are going to.

Players must be READY!

Race to 2v2/3v3 10 mins


